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Topology Controls the Electronic Absorption and Delocalization of
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Abstract: Guanine quadruplexes (G4) are four-stranded

DNA structures involved in biological processes and are
promising candidates for potential nanotechnological ap-

plications. This study examines how the G4 topology af-
fects the electronic absorption and the delocalization of

electron holes, which play a key role in charge transport

and oxidative damage. Combining transient absorption
spectroscopy with PCM/TD-DFT calculations both parallel

(P) and antiparallel (A) G4 are investigated, which are
formed, respectively, by association of four TGGGGT

strands and folding of the human telomeric sequence
GGG(TTAGGG)3. The experimental absorption spectra ob-

tained upon photo-ionization of A and P are different.
This is explained by the different topology of the two G4,
as well as by hole delocalization between two stacked

guanines, possible only in P++ . The spectral signature of
delocalized hole in guanine-rich regions is provided and

the chemical physical effects which rule the hole delocali-
zation are discussed.

Electron holes in molecular systems play a key role in natural
phenomena, such as photosynthesis or oxidative DNA

damage, as well as in molecular electronics. The hole may be

localized on a single building block of the system or delocal-
ized over several of them. The extent of hole delocalization is a

fundamental property which governs charge migration and
charge transfer important to many biological and technological

processes. Both aspects concern guanine quadruplexes (G4),
which are four-stranded structures formed by guanine-rich

DNA sequences. They are characterized by vertically stacked

tetrads (T) composed of four guanines connected via Hoogs-
ten-type hydrogen bonds. G4, in which the occurrence of hole

transport was evidenced,[1] have been correlated, on the one
hand, to the oxidative damage of telomeres,[2] and, on the

other, proposed as nano-wires for the development of pro-

grammable circuits.[3] Here, we show that hole delocalization in

G4 may be affected by the relative orientation of guanines lo-
cated in different tetrads (Scheme 1). We focus on two proto-

typical G4 structures: parallel (P), resulting from association of
four TGGGGT strands, and antiparallel (A), formed by folding of

the human telomeric sequence GGG(TTAGGG)3, both stabilized
by Na+ ions. Using time-resolved absorption spectroscopy we

show that electron holes generated in P and A by photo-ioni-
zation[4] exhibit different absorption spectra. This observation

is interpreted by a thorough computational analysis, combin-
ing full quantum mechanical (QM) and mixed QM/molecular

mechanics (QM/MM) calculations, which reveal that the degree
of localization is different in A and P. This fundamental differ-

ence, together with the specific topology of each G4, accounts
for the observed optical behavior. On this ground, we identify
the spectral signature of hole-delocalization in G4 as well as

the main structural effects ruling this process.
Experimentally, the electron holes in G4 were created via

photo-ionization by low intensity 5 ns laser pulses at 266 nm
as described in ref. [4b]. P and A were dissolved in phosphate

buffer for which the pH was adjusted to 3 in order to prevent

deprotonation of the guanine cation.[4b, 5] The steady-state ab-
sorption spectra of G4 at pH 3 were the same as at pH 7 (Fig-

ure SI-1) and show that the four-stranded structure is pre-
served under acidic conditions. Transient absorption signals

were recorded on a 90 ms scale (Figure SI-2). The spectra at
50 ms are shown in Figure 1. Under our experimental condi-
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Scheme 1. Antiparallel A (143d.pdb)[6] and parallel P (244d.pdb)[7] guanine
quadruplexes formed by folding of the GGG(TTAGGG)3 sequence and associ-
ation of four TGGGGT strands, both stabilized by Na+ ions (green). “anti”
guanines, in respect to the glycosidic bond, are represented in red while
“syn” guanines in blue. For simplicity adenine and thymine bases are not
shown.
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tions only nucleobases undergo one- and two-photon ioniza-
tion.[4] Moreover, the concentration of ejected electrons is one

order of magnitude lower than the G4 concentration. There-
fore, the spectra in Figure 1 correspond to A and P bearing

only one electron hole, noted as A++ and P++ . The spectrum of
A++ is characterized by a band around 500 nm (I) and a second

one peaking at 400 nm (II) with an intensity which is 17 %

higher than that of band I. It resembles the spectrum of the
mononucleotide dGMP cation,[5a] also shown in Figure 1, in

which, however, the relative intensity of band II is 35 % more
intense than band I. Going from A++ to P++ , the spectrum exhib-

its remarkable changes: band I shifts clearly to longer wave-
lengths, while the intensity of band II further decreases.

The structural and electronic properties of the neutral and

cationic species were then explored at the QM/MM (exploiting
the ONIOM[8] procedure as implemented in Gaussian09[9]) and

full QM levels using the crystal structure of P and A as refer-
ence.[6, 7] When included in the calculations, the phosphode-

oxyribose backbone was always treated at the MM level with

the AMBER parm96.dat[10] force field. In the case of A, for
which the three tetrads are not topologically equivalent, we

used only two computational models: A3T, sketched in
Figure 2 (QM/MM calculations with three tetrads in the QM

part) and A3Tb (full QM calculations including only the bases).
A larger number of computational models were used for P,

which is bigger than A but contains topologically equivalent
tetrads. Thus, at the QM/MM level we studied several models
differing in the number of tetrads included in the QM region

(P2T, P3T, P4T), the location of the considered tetrads (inner or
external) and the treatment of the metal cation in the central

cavity (see below). In particular, model P2Tb (full QM calcula-
tions with two tetrads including only bases) was thoroughly

explored. Our reference QM method was DFT with M052X[5b, 11]

functional, combined with the 6-31G(d) basis set. Test calcula-

tions were also performed using B3LYP,[12] CAM-B3LYP[13] and

wB97XD[14] functionals and more extended basis sets (6-31 +

G(d,p)). Solvent effects were included by the PCM model in

both QM and QM/MM calculations.[15] A critical extensive dis-
cussion of our computational approach, successfully applied in

the study of UV-induced processes in DNA (including radi-
cals),[4b, 16] is reported in the Supporting Information.

Despite the small structural differences of the minima which

result from all computational models used in the analysis, the
electronic circular dichroism and absorption spectra computed

for “neutral” A and P are in agreement with the experimental
ones (see Supporting Information). The only significant differ-

ence is a uniform blue-shift of the computed spectra, which,
besides possible inaccuracies of our electronic calculations, is

due to the lack of vibrational and thermal effects.[17] In order to

account for this shift and to allow an easier comparison with
the experimental spectra, we decided to shift the computed

absorption energies by 0.50 eV (unshifted spectra are given in
the Supporting Information). This value provides a good agree-

ment between the computed and the experimental spectra of

Figure 1. Transient absorption spectra determined at 50 ms for P++ (red) and
A++ (green) using the same excitation intensity (2.2 MW cm@2) at 266 nm.
The blue solid line corresponds to the spectrum of the dGMP cation[5a] arbi-
trarily normalized. Estimated error: 10 %.

Figure 2. Systems studied at the QM/MM level for A and P. Balls and sticks represent the QM parts and tubes the MM parts. Inner QM-Na+ are represented in
green balls, whereas MM-Na+ are shown in grey balls. Models studied at the QM level: A3Tb (T1 + T2 + T3 + 2Na+) and P2Tb (T1 + T2 + 2Na+).
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guanine cation (see Supporting Information).[18] For the cation-
ic G4, we started our analysis with A+ , which has an experi-

mental spectrum similar to that of the free dGMP cation. Our
calculations on [A3Tb]+ and [A3T]+ indicate that the hole is es-

sentially localized over a single guanine, located in the external
(T3) and internal (T2) tetrads, respectively (Figure 2). The com-

puted absorption spectrum reproduces the main features of
the experimental spectrum and, in particular, the relative inten-

sities of bands I and II (Figure 3 a).[4b]

Hole localization is also predicted for [P4T]+ , in which a
single base bears an excess of charge dq = 0.74 a.u. The corre-
sponding guanine adopts a geometry typical of the free gua-
nine cation, whereas the other guanines conserve the geome-

try found for the free neutral guanine. Subsequently, we used
smaller models, and, hence, more affordable from a computa-

tional point of view, in order to explore hole localization in P
in a more complete way. Calculations on [P2T]+ indicate also
hole localization independently of whether inner or external

tetrads are described at the QM level (see Supporting Informa-
tion). For the [P3T]+ model, however, both localized and delo-

calized minima were obtained depending on the starting ge-
ometry for the cation optimization (see below). A similar pic-

ture emerges from the study of [P2Tb] . When starting from the

PCM/M052X optimized [P2Tb] minimum, geometry optimiza-
tion of [P2Tb]+ predicts that the hole is almost perfectly delo-

calized over two guanines belonging to two different tetrads
([P2Tb]+

deloc). In contrast, when starting from the stacking ar-

rangement experimentally determined for P,[7] geometry opti-
mization of [P2Tb]+ leads to a minimum with the hole local-

ized on a single guanine, hereafter [P2Tb]+
loc, which is more

stable by ca. 0.3 eV than [P2Tb]+
deloc. At this stage, we have

reached an important conclusion: for cationic parallel G4 struc-
tures, minima with different degrees of hole delocalization are

possible.
As a next step, we investigated the effects which influence

the localization/delocalization equilibrium in P. For example,
we found that symmetry effects, connected to the position of
the inner cations, are key factors in modulating hole delocaliza-
tion (Table SI-2). When the neutral species PT3 is optimized
starting from the crystal structure, where the inner Na+ ions

are not symmetric with respect to the three tetrads (PT3 loc,
Figure 2), our calculations provide hole localization. On the
contrary, when starting from structures where the two Na+

ions are symmetrically “sandwiched” between the tetrads, hole

delocalization is found (PT3 deloc, Figure 2). Furthermore, test
calculations on [P2Tb]+

loc and [P2Tb]+
deloc (Table SI-1) show that

closer stacking between bases favors hole delocalization. We

also stress that this equilibrium is not significantly affected by
the selected density functional and basis set or by the polarity

of the embedding medium (see Supporting Information). Final-
ly, conformational fluctuations—the inclusion of which at the

full QM level is not yet feasible for the ms timescale—would
likely favor hole localization.

All spectra computed for P+ model systems (see Figure 3 a

and SI-6) are different from that of A++ species. Both localized
([P3T]+

loc) and delocalized ([P3T]+
deloc) spectra show an inver-

sion of the relative intensity of bands I and II compared to A++ ,
the band I being more intense (Figure 3 a). On the other hand,

the position of band I strongly depends on hole localization in
P++ (Figure 3 a). For [P3T]+

loc, band I is blue-shifted compared

to A++ , and almost coalesces with band II. In contrast, for

[P3T]+
deloc, the band I is red-shifted with respect to that of A++ .

The spectra computed for the model P2Tb present similar

trends (Figure 3 b and SI-6), which are full confirmed by test
calculations adopting CAM-B3LYP and wB97XD functionals.

These spectra, which are shown in Figure 3 b, provide a similar
picture of the effect of hole delocalization in P++ , which leads
in particular to a significant red-shift of band I.

Comparison between Figures 1 and 3 a shows that only the
computed spectra corresponding to delocalized species exhibit
all features of the P++ experimental spectra, thus providing a
second important conclusion for our study. Both larger hole

delocalization (band I shift) and different stacking arrange-
ments (relative intensity of bands I and II) are responsible for

the different spectrum of P++ and A++ . Our conclusions are con-
firmed by test calculations using the B3LYP functional, which
overestimates delocalization effects, and thus predicts delocali-

zation for A++ (Figure SI-6). Also for this antiparallel structure,
hole delocalization is indeed accompanied by a relative in-

crease of the intensity of band I (Figure SI-6).
Our calculations allow full assignment of the differences ob-

served in the experimental spectra of P++ and A++ (Figure 2)

and unveil consistent trends, which do not depend on the
adopted computational approach; they were verified for many

systems of different size (up to 10 minima have been consid-
ered). Independently of the degree of delocalization, the spec-

trum of cationic G4 is affected by the presence of “neutral”
guanines located close to the electron hole. On one hand,

Figure 3. Computed absorption spectra for different models and different
functionals. a) [A3T]+ (green), [P3T]+

loc (red, dashed) and [P3T]+
deloc (red,

solid) at the QM(PCM/TD-M052X/6-31G(d))/MM level of theory. [P2Tb]+
loc

(dashed) and [P2Tb]+
deloc (solid) according to b) PCM/TD-M052X, c) PCM/TD-

CAM-B3LYP and d) PCM/TD-wB97XD calculations.
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transitions with predominant charge transfer (CT) character, in-
volving the hole transfer from the guanine bearing the positive

charge towards close lying bases, are present in both A++ and
P++ . On the other hand, the different stacking arrangement in P
and A is responsible for the spectral differences found in the
case of localized holes in these G4. In particular, the stabiliza-

tion of the bright state, pp*2 (G+!G+*, Figure SI-7 and SI-8),
for parallel arrangements accounts for the larger intensity of
band I in the P++ spectrum compared to that of A++ . In addi-
tion, if the hole is delocalized, this electronic transition ac-
quires partial CT character (0.17 a.u.) between the guanines
sharing the hole (Figure SI-8 and SI-9). The mixed pp*2/CT char-
acter precisely explains the red-shift of the band I.

Our joint experimental and computational work has brought
several new insights regarding hole transport in DNA.[19] We

provide evidence for the first time that electron holes may be

delocalized in four-stranded structures ; this phenomenon is
strongly modulated by the G4 topology, being clearly favored

by parallel arrangements. Hole delocalization in such structures
is controlled by both conformational factors and the position

of metal cations; its importance in charge migration has been
highlighted.[19e, 20] More importantly, we identified the spectral

fingerprint of delocalized holes, analyzing the associated elec-

tronic transitions. We showed that the effect of topology is not
limited only on the spectra of delocalized holes but is also ex-

tended to those of localized ones. This impact is much more
pronounced compared to that reported for the spectra neutral

G4.[21] Although electron holes in DNA have been treated
quantum mechanically,[22] no correlation has been established

so far with their electronic absorption spectra. Yet, the knowl-

edge of their spectral fingerprint could be very useful for dis-
tinguishing them in ultrafast transient experiments where

other transient species potentially absorb.[23] Our approach,
based on photoionization by low energy UV light and QM cal-

culations, provides precisely a tool that could be proved valu-
able for direct observation of electron holes in DNA.
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